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1. Global trends in Urbanisation
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2. Impacts of Urbanisation
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State two characteristics of sedimentary 
rocks (2)

Explain what caused the lowlands to form 
in the UK (2)

Outline how forestry has changed the 
lowland landscape of the UK (2)

How and why does velocity change as a 
river moves downstream? (2)

How does channel straightening work to 
control flooding

Outline two ways that we can measure
the development level of a country (2)

Name the thee components of the 
Human Development Index (3)

Name two historical factors that explain 
the global pattern of development (2)

Outline two strategies for improving India 
(2)

Define the term urbanisation (1)

Which century was the industrial 
revolution? (1)

Name one impact of urbanisation on a 
developing country (1)

What is a shanty town? (1)

Name one impact of urbanisation on a 
developed country (1)

Total out of 20:

Cities Homework 1: Answer the following questions
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Cities Homework 1: Check your answers
State two characteristics of 

sedimentary rocks (2)
Rounded grains in layers/ contain fossils

Explain what caused the lowlands to 
form in the UK (2)

 75 million years ago Britain covered by tropical sea.
 Marine deposits created the North and South 

Downs.

Outline how forestry has changed the 
lowland landscape of the UK (2)

 Removal of deciduous woodland created 
moorland, settlements and farmland.

 Replaced with coniferous woodlands – threatening 
ancient trees.

How and why does velocity change as 
a river moves downstream? (2)

 Velocity increases as more tributaries join the main 
river.

 Less water in contact with the bed and banks as 
deeper and wider = less friction

How does channel straightening work 
to control flooding

 River channel is made deeper, wider and straighter.
 River can hold more water so less likely to flood.

Outline two ways that we can measure
the development level of a country

GDP/ Gini coefficient/ corruption perception index/ life 
expectancy/ % access to clean water

Name the thee components of the 
Human Development Index (3)

Life expectancy/ Gross National Income per capita/ 
Expected and mean years of schooling

Name two historical factors that 
explain the global pattern of 

development (2)

Aftermath of colonisation/ level of governance or 
political stability.

Outline two strategies for improving 
India (2)

 Smart Cities Mission – improves sanitation/health and 
education/ water supply in 100 cities

 Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) 
– clean energy such as solar power 40% by 2030

 Improving global status – wants permeant seat in the 
UN security council

Define the term urbanisation (1)


Which century was the industrial 
revolution? (1)  19th century

Name one impact of urbanisation on a 
developing country (1)

 Unemployment, lack of schooling, increased shanty 
towns. 

What is a shanty town? (1)
 Makeshift housing

Name one impact of urbanisation on a 
developed country (1)

 Lack of transport facilities, increased congestion, 
lack of affordable housing

Total out of 20:
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3. Urbanisation in the UK
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4. Influence of Bristol’s Site and 
Situation
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5. Bristol’s City Structure
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6. Impact of processes of 
urbanisation on Bristol
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7. Impact on Deindustrialisation
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Cities Homework 2: Answer the following

Define the term ‘discharge’ (1)

What does a storm hydrograph show? (1)

Outline two environmental impacts of 
rapid development in India (2)

Outline two geopolitical issues facing 
India (2)

Name a physical factor that affects 
urbanisation ( 1)

Name a human factor that affects 
urbanisation (1)

Describe Bristol’s site (2)

Describe Bristol's situation (2)

Name Bristol’s train station (1)

Name an industrial area in Bristol (1)

Define the term counter-urbanisation (1)

Define the term deindustrialisation (1)

Name a factory that closed down in 
Bristol (1)

Total out of 17:
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Cities Homework 2: Check your answers

Define the term ‘discharge’ (1)
The amount of water passing a specific point at a 
given time, measured in cubic metre per second.

What does a storm hydrograph show? 
(1)

A graph showing rainfall and river discharge over a 
specific period of time.

Outline two environmental impacts of 
rapid development in India (2)

 Logging and land clearance – deforestation
 India is the 3rd largest emitted of C02 
 Less than 1/3rd of sewage is treated 
 Around 68% of India is prone to drought, 

Outline two geopolitical issues facing 
India (2)

 Territorial disputes with India and Pakistan/ India 
and China 

 Signed military pact with Russia 
 Policy of non-alignment i.e. doesn’t favour Russia 

or USA.

Name a physical factor that affects 
urbanisation ( 1)

 Relief of the land
 Fertility of the soil

Name a human factor that affects 
urbanisation (1)

 Enclosures act

 Industrial revolution

Describe Bristol’s site (2)

 Confluence River Avon & River Frome
 Sits between 7 hills 
 Safe tidal harbour 

Describe Bristol's situation (2)

 Southwest  of the Cotswold Hills
 M4 to the north and M5 to the west 
 London is 150km east

Name Bristol’s train station (1)  Bristol Temple Meads

Name an industrial area in Bristol (1)
 Avonmouth

Define the term counter-urbanisation 
(1)

 when large numbers of people move from urban 
areas into surrounding countryside or rural areas.

Define the term deindustrialisation (1)  When industries and factories move out of an 
area. 

Name a factory that closed down in 
Bristol (1)

 Imperial tobacco
 Cadburys

Total out of 17:
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8. Impact of migration on Bristol

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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9. Inequality in Bristol
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10. Improving quality of life in 
Bristol
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11. Influence of Sao Paulo’s site 
& situation
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12. Sao Paulo’s City Structure
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13. migration to Sao Paulo

•

•

•

•
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14. Inequality in Sao Paulo

Inequality due to the rate of population growth, unable to meet demand

Increase in unemployment rate

The wealthy have moved out into the suburbs e.g. Paulistano and move about by 

helicopter to access the city centre.

In the city centre – older homes and factories have been turned into corticos where 

whole families share one room. (600,000 live in these)

Reasons for differences in quality of life:

Incomes: 

Arrival from the countryside: People who have recently arrived in Sao Paulo from 

rural areas are usually poor and have to live in favelas.

Political power: The wealthier people are also those with political power.  They are 

able to get homes in the better parts of the city.
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14. Impacts of rapid growth in sao 
Paulo
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15. Solutions to Sao Paulo
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15. Solutions to Sao Paulo
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Cities Homework 3: Answer the following

Explain one human cause of flooding 
(2)

Name two areas in Bristol that are 
deprived (2)

Name two strategies for improving 
quality of life in Bristol (2)

Name three physical causes of 
flooding (3)

Name two international organisations 
that India is a member of (2)

State one reason why sediment is 
deposited at the coast (1)

Name two processes involved in the 
formation of an arch (2)

There are 4 sources of coastal 
sediment – Name 2 (2)

Name two push factors for migration 

to Sao Paulo (2)

Name two places that international 
migrants to SP have come from (2)

When was the Chingapura project 
established? (1)

Outline two characteristics of 
destructive waves (2)

Name two types of coastal 
transportation (2)

Total out of 25:
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Cities Homework 3: Check your answers

Explain one human cause of flooding 
(2)

 Urbanisation – rainwater can’t infiltrate 
impermeable surfaces/drains allow water to enter 
the river more quickly.

 Deforestation – interception is reduced  so runoff 
increases

Name two areas in Bristol that are 
deprived (2)

 Lawrence Hill and Cabot

Name two strategies for improving 
quality of life in Bristol (2)

 Recycling strategy

 Transport – public transport and cycling

 Housing – grants for loft insulation/ shared housing 
for elderly.

Name three physical causes of 
flooding (3)

 Intense rainfall/ duration of rainfall/ snowmelt/ 
geology/ relief

Name two international organisations 
that India is a member of (2)

 United Nations and World Trade Organisation

State one reason why sediment is 
deposited at the coast (1)

 Waves lose energy in sheltered bays 

 Where water is protected by spits or bars it 
becomes calm and sediment is deposited.

 Constructive waves build beaches by depositing 
sand high up the beach

Name two processes involved in the 
formation of an arch (2)

 Abrasion and undercutting

There are 4 sources of coastal 
sediment – Name 2 (2)

 Rivers/ Cliff erosion/ constructive waves/ 
longshore drift

Name two push factors for migration 
to Sao Paulo (2)

 31% of rural households have no land. /Farms 
become more mechanised so unemployment 
rates are high./Regions suffer from drought = 
chronic malnutrition.

Name two places that international 
migrants to SP have come from (2)

 Italy/ Portugal and Africa

When was the Chingapura project 
established? (1)

 1995- 2001

Outline two characteristics of 
destructive waves (2)

 The backwash is much stronger than the swash 
and is therefore able to carry sand and pebbles 
away from the shore.

 They break frequently; there are between 10 and 
15 every minute

 They are high in proportion to their length
 They are generally found on steep beaches

Name two types of coastal 
transportation (2)

 Traction/ Saltation/ Suspension/ solution

Total out of 25:
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Sample Assessment Material
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Sample Model answers
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Wider Reading

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7Qmd6hlGWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDS_BqDeZ4k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-a3OPLZC7M
http://www.acegeography.com/cue---rapid-urbanisation.html
https://www.bbc.com/education/guides/zqhvmnb/revision/5
https://www.bbc.com/education/topics/z96jdmn

